
     EPISODE 3 DISCUSSION GUIDE 

LEADER INSTRUCTIONS 
 

• BLACK FONT = Say this out loud to the group.  BLUE FONT = Notes for the leader. 
 

• TIME NEEDED: 45 to 50 Minutes. (20 Min Video + 30 Min Discussion Time.) 
 

• PRINT!  Before you start the video, print out two posters: Up-Stander Definition 
Poster and the Know the Difference Poster. 

 
EPISODE 3 – HOW TO STOP BULLYING BY BEING AN UPSTANDER 
 

1. WATCH THE VIDEO WITH YOUR STUDENTS:  Episode 3 – How to Stop Bullying by Being an  
Up-Stander. Use the questions below to debrief with the whole class or in small groups. 

 
 

2. Today’s video was full of ideas for how to speak up against bullying. Turn to a neighbor and tell 
them at least one take-away that you got from watching the video. After a minute or two, I’ll 
ask some of you to share what you learned. (Students share with neighbor, then large group.) 

 
 

3. Wonderful share-outs! Now, let’s pause for a minute and think about how we can know for 
sure if something should be considered “bullying.” Raise your hand if you think there is a 
difference between bullying and teasing? Okay, now raise your hand if you think there is a 
difference between bullying and peer conflict? Well, if you raised your hand to say they are 
different, you are right! Let’s go over this poster that explains how to Know The Difference. 
(Display the Know the Difference Poster and have students share examples of how bullying, 
teasing, and peer conflict are different.) 

 
 

4. Who can volunteer to hang up this poster? (Get a volunteer, then continue on.) We have to be 
very careful with teasing because it is the most common excuse kids make when they get in 
trouble for bullying. They say things like, “I was only teasing!” or “I was just joking.” But 
according to No Bullying Schools, there are some things that are so close to a person, they 
should not be joked about. We should never tease someone for their: Body Size, Skin Color, 
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Religion, Sexual Orientation, Gender, or their Gender Identity. That would be bullying or even 
harassment. Are there any other topics that you think should be off-limits for teasing? 

 
 

5. We need to remember that teasing can very easily turn into bullying. What can you do if 
someone has crossed a line for you, and you feel like you’re being bullied? (Ask them to stop, 
tell them it’s not funny, if they don’t stop then report it at school or on the Report Bullying App.) 

 
 

6. What can we do if we see someone else getting bullied? (Speak up for them, report it, befriend 
the bullied student.)  

 
 

7. Who wants to volunteer to come up front and hold our Up-Stander Poster? (Introduce the Up-
Stander Definition Poster and go over the different elements on the poster. Explain that you are 
hanging this up so they have a reminder to stand up against bullying in a positive way.) 

 
 

8. According to research by The Pew Research Center and The Anti-Defamation League, 90% of 
cyberbullying incidents have no “up-standers,” meaning no one speaks up to help stop the 
bullying. What are some thoughts and fears that could stop kids from speaking up?  
(Optional Idea: download a printable PDF infographic with Bullying & Cyberbullying Statistics at: 
https://www.adl.org/sites/default/files/documents/bullying-cyberbullying-statistics-overview-one-sheet.pdf) 

 
 

9. Some of these fears and concerns might be very real, depending on the circumstances. Can you 
think of any examples of when it would be better to walk away and immediately report the 
bullying rather than speak up? (Some Possible Answers: If you’re afraid for your safety, if the 
person is out of control, if it’s a physical bullying incident, a physical fight, etc.) 

 
 

10. We want to make sure you stay safe and never get into a physical fight at school. On the other 
hand, what would be some types of bullying incidents that are appropriate to speak up against? 
When is it okay to be an “Up-Stander” and speak up against bullying in a positive way? (Verbal 
bullying, social bullying, harsh teasing, name calling, gossip, when someone is being excluded.) 
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11. If you had any thoughts and fears stopping you from speaking up, what could you do to 
overcome your fears and start being an up-stander? 

 
 

12. Even if you were an up-stander for someone, should you still report the incident afterward? 
Raise your hand if you think, “No, once you speak up, it should be over.” Okay, now raise your 
hand if you think “Yes, you should still report the bullying incident afterward.” (Answer: YES! 
Students should always report bullying incidents, so the school administrators can follow-up and 
make sure all the students involved get the help they need.) 

 
 

13. Do you think there are both positive ways and negative ways to speak up against bullying?  
Why or why not? Explain your thoughts. 

 
 

14. Let’s talk about our tone of voice. Is there a positive tone of voice for speaking up against 
bullying? Let’s take the phrase, “Hey, leave him alone.” Who can give examples of both a 
positive way to say it and a negative way to say it? (Students share out.) 
 

 
15. Let’s list as many examples as we can of positive ways to speak up for someone who is being 

bullied. Let’s think of things we can say in the moment that are both positive and powerful. 
(Some Example Answers: No bullying, We don’t do that here, Leave her alone, That’s not cool, 
That’s not okay, Stop bullying, I’m reporting this, What you just did was bullying, etc.) 

 
 

16. What could you do if you did not speak up in the moment, but you still wanted to help out 
afterward? What are some positive you could help the situation? (Some Examples: Report it 
using the Report Bullying App, talk to a trusted adult, befriend the kid who was bullied.) 

 
 

17. Raise your hand if you already downloaded the Report Bullying App for your phone or tablet. If 
not, please download it today, so you can report all bullying and cyberbullying. If you don’t 
have a phone, you can go to NoBullyingSchools.com and click the “Report Bullying” button. 
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18. (Optional Video to Watch: If time allows, watch the 2-minute video in the link below.) 
According to StopBullying.gov, when a bystander becomes an up-stander, 57% of the time the 
bullying ends within 10 seconds. Let’s watch this video that inspires students to speak up: 
https://youtu.be/StPGbbBBrI0.  

 
 
 

CLOSE THE DISCUSSION BY SAYING THIS… 
If you or someone you know is being bullied or cyberbullied, please report it today by using the 
Report Bullying App. You can also report it on the NoBullyingSchools.com Website or by 
completing the Report Bullying Form which is available at the office. We are here to help you, but 
we won’t know if you don’t report it. At our school, we take bullying very seriously, and we hope 
you will partner with us to build a positive culture where everyone feels safe and valued.  

 
 
 

MANDATORY REPORTING 
If a student speaks with you about instances of bullying, cyberbullying, harassment, intimidation, 
abuse, violence, or self-harm, make sure to follow the applicable Mandatory Reporting Laws.  
Next, file another report using the Report Bullying App, which will trigger an email alert to your 
school counselors and/or administrators. If you don’t know the proper protocol and follow-up 
procedures, make sure to ask a school administrator or law enforcement officer today. 
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